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Glossary

Antenna (pl. ae) Pair of sensory appendages on the head of insects.

basitarsus  First segment of the tarsus. See below.

buzz pollination  The ‘buzz’ or sonication, is produced when the bee shakes the flower at a very rapid rate 
(eg 350 times/second) to release pollen from the anthers.

compound eye   Contain hundreds to thousands of minute photoreceptors which send signals to the 
retina. Compound eyes perceive brightness and colour. 

elytra (sing. on)  The hardened front wing of beetles. When at rest, they may appear to be a protective ‘shell’.

emarginate (eyes) Where the inner margin of the eye is concave, or has a ‘notch’ cut out of it.

ocelli (sing. us)   Simple eyes, that don’t form complex images, but detect movement. Bees have three 
above and between their compound eyes.

scopa (pl. ae)   Highly specialised, branched hairs used to carry dry pollen to the nest.  
Only present in females. Scopa is Latin for brush.

tarsus   ‘Foot’ of bee, consisting of five segments.

thorax   Middle section of the body, between the head and abdomen. The thorax is where  
the legs and wings are attached

tibia    Segment of the leg, ‘shin’.

tibial scopa   Scopal hairs found on the tibia.
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Pollination is an additional step required by plants to 
reproduce. Pollen contains the male reproductive cells 
(gametes) and these need to be transported to the female 
reproductive part of the flower, called the stigma. 

The stigma is coated with a sugary substance which 
nourishes the pollen so that it can germinate. Germination 
produces a pollen tube which carries the male gamete 
down the style to the ovule (female gametes).

This results in fertilisation and seed set. Now the plant  
has the opportunity to reproduce.

What is pollination?
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What is the Australian Pollinator 
Count?
Australian Pollinator Count is a citizen science project that 
is conducted once a year, in spring, and aims to measure 
and track the abundance and diversity of insect pollinators 
over time.

Australian Pollinator Count is celebrated in conjunction 
with Australian Pollinator Week during the 2nd FULL week 
of November, including the 2 weekends either end of 
that week. Pollinator Counts can be conducted on any or 
all of the days within that week. Simply count the insect 
pollinators that are visiting your flowers in any 10 minute 
time frame during Australian Pollinator Week. 

Australian Pollinator Count harnesses the power of 
ordinary citizens to record localised insect data –  
data that would otherwise be almost impossible to collect.

How are our Australian bee 
populations going?
That’s a question we can’t answer because no definitive 
studies have been conducted to assess the diversity or 
abundance of our Australian insect pollinators. 

Why do we need a Pollinator Count?
Land clearing, urban sprawl, habitat loss, habitat 
fragmentation and pesticide use are known to impact 
wildlife populations but in what ways? and by how much? 
Without quantitative data, we simply don’t know. 

Government departments, such as the Australian 
Pesticides and Veterinary Medicines Authority (APVMA), 
depend on “credible scientific reports” when assessing 
agricultural chemicals and their impacts on ecosystems.  
(https://apvma.gov.au/node/28786) 

The Australian Pollinator Count aims to be a source of 
credible scientific data that can be used to guide important 
decisions and improve conditions for pollinating insects  
in Australia.

How can we make our Counts Count?
It is important to become competent at identifying insects, 
otherwise the data we collect and submit are not valid. 
Australian Pollinator Count supports participating citizen 
scientists through a range of informative online and 
downloadable learning tools. A fun quiz tests your level of 
skill and helps us to pre-validate the accuracy of the data 
submitted, to ensure it can be used for scientific discovery.

Citizen Science – a valuable resource
Citizen science is the public participation and 
collaboration in scientific research with the aim of 
increasing scientific knowledge.

Australian Pollinator Count supports good program  
design and follows the Australian Citizen Science 
Association’s 10 key principles that underlie good  
practice in citizen science.

This helps ensure the data collected is of high value  
and able to be used for a range of community and 
scientific projects including answering a research 
question, informing conservation action, or facilitating 
policy decisions.

About Australian Pollinator Count

Just 10 minutes.
Make a difference.
Make it count.
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1.  Citizen science projects actively involve citizens in scientific endeavour that generates new 
knowledge or understanding. Citizens may act as contributors, collaborators, or as project leader  
and have a meaningful role in the project.

2.  Citizen science projects have a genuine science outcome. For example, answering a research question, 
informing conservation action, or facilitating policy decisions.

3.  Citizen science provides benefits to both science and society. Benefits may include learning 
opportunities, personal enjoyment, social benefits, the publication of research outputs, contributing  
to scientific evidence that can influence policy on many scales (locally, nationally, and internationally),  
and connecting the wider community with science.

4.  Citizen scientists may participate in various stages of the scientific process. This may  
include developing research questions, designing methods, gathering and analysing data, and 
communicating results.

5.  Citizen scientists receive feedback from the project. For example, how their data are being used  
and the research, policy or societal outcomes.

6.  Citizen science, as with all forms of scientific inquiry, has limitations and biases that should be 
considered and controlled for. However, unlike traditional research approaches, citizen science provides 
greater opportunity for public engagement and participation, increasing accessibility of science in society.

7.  Where possible and suitable, project data and meta-data from citizen science projects are made 
publicly available and results are published in an open access format. Data sharing may occur during 
or after the project, unless there are security or privacy concerns that prevent this from occurring.

8.  Citizen scientists are suitably acknowledged by projects. This may include acknowledgement  
in project communications, result reporting and publications.

9.  Citizen science programs offer a range of benefits and outcomes which should be acknowledged  
and considered in project evaluation.  Communication and evaluation of projects could include  
scientific outputs, data quality, participant experience and learning, knowledge sharing, social benefits, 
capacity building, new ways of science engagement, enhanced stakeholder dialogue, and wider societal  
or policy impact.

10.  The leaders of citizen science projects take into consideration legal and ethical considerations  
of the project. These considerations include copyright, intellectual property, data sharing agreements, 
confidentiality, attribution, participant safety and wellbeing, traditional owner consultation, and the 
environmental impact of any activities.

The 10 Principles of Citizen Science
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Testing your identification skills

How do I know if my identification 
skills are good enough?
It’s easy! We have designed a simple and fun pathway  
to guide you through the ‘ABC’ of insect ID.

If you are a beginner or a novice, we suggest you start  
by either watching the Learner Guide video at  
www.australianpollinatorcount.au or reviewing this 
Learner Guide. The Guides will help you develop all the 

identification skills you need to become a citizen scientist 
and join the Australian Pollinator Count.

Once you have reviewed the Learner Guide, you can do 
the quick quiz. If you achieve less than 80% in the quiz, 
we recommend you go back and review the Learner Guide 
once more.

Once you achieve 80% or more, you will receive the 
Australian Pollinator Count Upload link.

Do I need to complete the quiz?
Yes! Everyone needs to complete the quiz. The quiz will help 
develop your insect identification skills and confidence.  
It is also our way to validate the Count data you submit to  
ensure it can be included and used for scientific research.

Where can I find the Quiz?
The quiz can be found at  
www.australianpollinatorcount.au

Learner Guide  
(video)

Learner Guide  
(download)

Learn 
10–30 minutes

Experienced  
to Expert

Beginner to Novice  
or unsure

Below 80% 
You can do the Count  

for fun but data NOT used 
for scientific research

Experience 
level

Quick Quiz to test and 
verify your ID skills

Test 
2 minutes

Access to APC  
Count link

Count! 
10 minutes

Achieve 80% + 
Count data used for 
scientific research

Repeat the Count as many  
times as you like — it’s FUN!
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How to identify different 
pollinating insects

Australian Pollinator Count categorises insects into  
12 broad groupings. As citizen scientists, you are not 
required to identify insects beyond these broad groupings.

Bees
•  Banded Amegilla bees 

(Blue-banded bees)
• Social stingless bees
• Other native bees
• European honey bees

Flies
• Hoverflies & drone flies
• Other flies

Beetles
• Ladybird beetles
• Other beetles

Butterflies, moths and skippers

Wasps
• Native wasps
• European wasps

Other insects & unknown insects
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Competency #1:  
Identify a Banded Amegilla bee
(AKA Blue-banded bee)

14 species of banded Amegilla in Australia. 

Most do not have blue stripes at all, but 
vary from white, blue, green or orange. 
Hence, the use of the common name 
“banded Amegilla” here.

What makes a banded Amegilla bee a  
Banded Amegilla bee? Features include…

Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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Eyes: •  Compound, long, oval and positioned 
on the side of ‘face’.

  •  Often eyes greenish colour.

  •  Three small eyes (ocelli) above the 
compound eyes, but they can be  
hard to see.

Antennae: • Long, with a kink close to the face.

Body hair: • Thorax very hairy.

  • Pollen carried on hind legs. 

  • Males do not have scopa.

Colour: •  Black stripes alternating with white, 
blue, green or orange stripes.

Wings: •  Two pairs which are shorter than  
the body.

Size: • 13 to 15 mm in length.

Flight habits: •  Fast, darting movements. Hovering for 
very short periods while feeding from 
multiple flowers.

Competency #1:  
Identify a Banded Amegilla bee  (AKA Blue-banded bee)

Black stripes alternating 
with varied colours

Long antennae Hairy legs

 
Fluffy thorax

Large green eyes

Photo: Leijs, Batley, 
Hogendoorn 2017

Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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FUN FACT: 
Did you know, banded Amegilla bees 
are important buzz pollinators of 
many of our native flowering plants? 

Competency #1:  
Identify a Banded Amegilla bee  (AKA Blue-banded bee)

Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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Competency #2: 
Identify a native, social, stingless bee
11 species of stingless bee in Australia, in two 
genera; Austroplebeia and Tetragonula.

Naturally occurring in the more northern 
regions of Australia, but also live along the 
east coast, as far south as Bega, NSW. 

What makes a stingless bee a Stingless bee? 
Features include…

Photo: Bees Business
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Competency #2: 
Identify a native, social, stingless bee

Eyes: •  Compound, long, oval and positioned 
on the side of ‘face’. 

  • Usually black.

  •  Three small eyes (ocelli) above the 
compound eyes, but they can be  
hard to see.

Antennae: • Long, with a kink close to the face.

Body hair: • Not very hairy. 

  •  Tetragonula species have patches of 
white hairs on side of thorax and face.

Colour: • Mostly black.

  •  Austroplebeia species have varying 
amounts of cream on the thorax.

Wings: •  Two pairs which are shorter  
than the body.

Size: • Between 3.5 and 5 mm in length.

Flight habits: •  Tetragonula species usually hover  
with their legs dangling down.

Large eyes  
at side of face

Long antennae

Cream markings

Thick white hair

Tetragonula species
Photo: Jenny Thynne

Austroplebeia species
Photo: Bees Business

Photo: Jane frost

Black body
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Competency #2: 
Identify a native, social, stingless bee

FUN FACT: 
Did you know, stingless bees nest in relatively large  
cavities, where they store pollen and honey for when food 
resources are not available? The colonies are perennial.

 Tetragonula species
Photo: Petra Drysdale

 Tetragonula species
Photo: Bees Business

Photo: Bees Business
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Competency #3:  
Identify other native bees
There are more than  2,000 species of native bee 
in Australia. The following features are typical, 
but there are always exceptions to the rules.

What makes a bee a Bee? Features include…

Lipotriches species
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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Eyes: •  Compound, long, oval and positioned  
on the side of ‘face’. 

  •  Three small eyes (ocelli) above  
the compound eyes, but they can  
be hard to see.

Antennae: • Long, often with a kink close to the face. 

Body hair: •  Often hairy with pollen-carrying hairs 
(scopa) on hind legs or under abdomen. 
Males do not have scopa. 

Wings: •  Two pairs which are often shorter  
than the body.

Competency #3:  
Identify other native bees

 
Ocellie

Compound eyes

Large eyes at side of faceHairy legs

Wings shorter than body Long antennae with kink

Carpenter bee

Lasioglossum (Chilalictus) species
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Competency #3:  
Identify other native bees

Long antennae with kinkLarge eyes at side of face

Lasioglossum  
(Parasphecodes)
Photo: Bees Business

Reed bees  
(Exoneura sp.)
Photo: Bees Business

Pollen in scopa Hairy legs

Hairy legs Large eyes at side of face

Long antennae with kink
Paired wings
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Competency #3:  
Identify other native bees

FUN FACT: 
Did you know, that bees are 
vegetarian because they feed their 
offspring pollen as a protein source?

Long antennae 
with kink

Wings shorter 
than body

Ocelli
Eyes at side  

of faceHairy body

Broad hairy legsPollen carrying hairs 
under abdomen

Megachile chrysopyga
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Reed bees  
(Exoneura sp.)
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Female Leafcutter bee
Photo: Erica Siegel

Megachile macularis
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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Competency #4: 
Identify a European honey bee
European honey bees, Apis mellifera,  
were introduced to Australia in 1822. 

What makes a honey bee a Honey bee? 
Features include …

Photo: Bees Business
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Competency #4: 
Identify a European honey bee

Eyes: •   Black, compound, long, oval and 
positioned on the side of ‘face’.

  •  Three small eyes (ocelli) above  
the compound eyes, but they can  
be hard to see.

Antennae: •  Long, with a kink close to the face. 

Body hair: •  Hairy, with pollen baskets on hind legs. 

Hind legs: •  No hairs on upper surface. 

 •  If collecting pollen, pellet is firm,  
not powdery. 

Wings: •  Two pairs which are shorter than  
the body. 

Colour: •   Varies from golden to near black,  
and with light to distinctive stripes.

Size: •  10 to 15 mm in length.

Flight habits: •  Slow, wavy flight pattern.  
Not easily scared off.

Long antennae
Black eyes on 

side of face

Pollen basket Hairy body

Empty pollen 
basket

Broad, hairless 
basitarsus

Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Photo: Georgie Smith
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Competency #4: 
Identify a European honey bee

Wings shorter 
than body

Pollen pellet

Variable  
colours

Large eyes  
at side of face

Hairless, smooth 
hind legs

Wings shorter 
than body

Photos: Georgie Smith

Photo: Georgie Smith

Photo: Georgie Smith
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Competency #5: 
Identify a hover fly and a drone fly
There are over 160 species of flies in  
the Syrphidae family, in Australia. 

What makes a hover fly a Hover fly and  
a drone fly a Drone fly? Features include…

Hover fly
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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Competency #5: 
Identify a hover fly and a drone fly

Eyes: • Large and covering most of the head.

Antennae: • Short.

Body Shape:  •  Usually ‘stout’ with a less obvious  
waist than bees.

Legs:  • Thin and hairless.

Wings:  •  One pair which are usually longer  
than the body.

Flight habits: •  Both drone flies and hover flies  
“hover” above plants.

FUN FACTS: 
Did you know that most hover flies eat aphids?
And that the larvae of some drone flies help  
to filter brackish water?

Full face of eyesShort antennae

Short antennae

Very large eyes
Wings as long  
as abdomen

Skinny legs

Skinny legs

Large eyes covering 
front of face

Short  
antennae

One pair  
of wings

Slender, hairless body

Slim legs

Hover fly
Photo: Georgie Smith

Hover fly
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Drone fly
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Hover fly
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Drone fly
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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Competency #6: 
Identify other flies
Over 7,500 species of fly in Australia,  
the following features are typical, but  
there are always exceptions to the rules.

What makes a fly a Fly? Features include…

Bee fly
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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Competency #6: 
Identify other flies

Eyes: • Large and on the front of the face.

Antennae: • Short.

Body Shape: •  Usually ‘stout’ with a less obvious  
waist than bees.

Legs: • Thin and hairless.

Wings: •  One pair which are usually longer  
than the body.

Short antennae

Large eyes

Short antennae

Stout body,  
no waistOne pair of wings

Wings longer  
than body Skinny legs

Large eyes at 
front of face

March fly
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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Competency #6: 
Identify other flies

FUN FACT: 
Did you know, if we didn’t have  
flies, we would be surrounded by 
rotting matter? 

Robber fly
Photo: Bees Business

Blow fly
Photo: Bees Business

Parasitic fly
Photo: Bees Business

Micro fly
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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Competency #7: 
Identify a Ladybird beetle
There are about 300 species of  
“ladybird” beetles in Australia.

What makes a ladybird beetle  
a Ladybird Beetle? Features include… 

Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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Competency #7: 
Identify a Ladybird beetle

Antennae: •  Short and clubbed.

Legs: •  Short.

Mouthparts: •  Usually chewing and variable in size.

Body shape: •  Domed, round.

Colour: •  A variety of colours and patterns,  
but most commonly orange and black.

Flight habits: •  Usually fly in short bursts, and large 
beetles can be quite noisy.

FUN FACT: 
Did you know, most ladybird beetles 
prey on soft-bodied insects, such as 
scale, mites and aphids?

Dome shaped body

Short legs

Clubbed 
antennae

Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Photo: Bees Business

Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Adult with ladybird 
beetle larva
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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Competency #8: 
Identify other beetles
Over 28,000 beetle species in Australia. 
These features are typical, but there are 
always exceptions to the rules.

What makes a beetle a Beetle?  
Features include…

Soldier beetles
Photo: Bees Business
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Competency #8: 
Identify other beetles

Antennae: •  Vary in length.

  • May be quite elaborate.

Body shape: •  Vary in shape, but usually have  
a hard cover.

Wings: •  Hard, protective covering (elytra) 
over the flight wings. May be brightly 
coloured.

Mouthparts: •  Usually chewing and variable in size.

Flight habits: •  Usually fly in short bursts, and large 
beetles can be quite noisy.

FUN FACT: 
Did you know, there are more than 
300,000 beetle species in the world?

Green Longicorn beetle

Feather-horned beetle
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Green Scarab beetle
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Jewel beetles
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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Competency #9: 
Identify a butterfly, 
moth or skipper
Species – almost 400 butterfly,  
20,000 moth and 120 skipper in Australia. 

What makes a butterfly a Butterfly,  
a moth a Moth & a skipper a Skipper? 
Features include… 

Macleay’s Swallowtail butterfly
Robin Murray
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Competency #9: 
Identify a butterfly, moth or skipper

Wings & body: •  Usually covered in minute  
overlapping scales.

Colours: • Dull or exquisitely patterned.

Mouthparts: • Usually long and coiled.

Eyes: • Compound.

Butterflies: • Antennae long and clubbed.

  • Wings usually held vertically.

Moths: •  Antennae not clubbed.  
Can be quite elaborate.

  • Wings usually folded over body.

Skippers: • Broad head.

  •  Antennae have thickened ends  
and are spread wide apart. 

  • Wings held high.

Mouthparts  
long

Vertical  
wings

Long clubbed 
antennae

Butterfly
Photo: Bees Business

Butterfly
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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Competency #9: 
Identify a butterfly, moth or skipper

FUN FACT: 
Did you know, that the caterpillars of butterflies 
and moths eat ALL day and night?

Antennae not clubbed

Antennae can  
be elaborate

Palps Compound eyes

Wings folded over body

Wings held up

Thickened end
Broad head with 
compound eyes

Antennae  
spread wide

Moth
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Photo: Jean  
& Fred Hort

Moth
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Orange Palm-dart skipper
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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Competency #10: 
Identify a native wasp
With over 14,500 species of wasp in 
Australia, the following features are typical, 
but there are also exceptions to the rules.

What makes a wasp a Wasp?  
Features include…

Blue Flower wasp and European honey bee
Photo: Erica Siegel
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Competency #10: 
Identify a native wasp

Eyes: •  Long, oval-shaped, positioned  
at side of ‘head’. 

  •  Sometimes emarginate.  
Notch in inner edge of eyes. 

Head: •  Triangular or tear shaped.

Legs: •  Slim, not very hairy.

Body Shape: •  Often long and slender with  
a distinct ‘waist’.

  •  Often with pointed abdomen.

Oval eyes

Long antennae

Bembix or sand wasp
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Skinny legs

Distinct waist

Emarginate  
eyes

Digger wasp

Pointed  
abdomen

Skinny 
hairless legs

Long 
antennae

Waist
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Competency #10: 
Identify a native wasp

FUN FACT: 
Did you know, that many wasps help 
to control pest insects in our gardens?

Simple, non-branched hairs

Narrow basitarsus

Emarginate eyes

Yellow Hairy Flower wasp
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Mating Yellow Hairy Flower wasps
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Potter wasp
Photo: Bees Business
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Competency #11: 
Identify a European wasp
First found in Australia in 1959. 

Aggressive insect, unlike most Australian 
native wasps. 

What makes a European wasp a  
European wasp? Features include…

Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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Competency #11: 
Identify a European wasp

Eyes: •  Large, black and emarginate  
(notch near antennae). 

Colour: •  Thorax is mostly black, with some  
yellow markings around the edge. 

  •  Abdomen yellow, with black,  
triangular / striped markings. 

Antennae: •  Black. A very distinctive feature  
of this species.

Legs: •  Yellow.

Flight habit: •  Fast moving, seldom landing. 

  •  Not often observed on flowers,  
but patrol plants looking for prey  
(other insects).

Thorax  
black

Black  
antennae

Eyes, black 
emarginate

Legs 
yellow

Thorax with 
yellow markings

Black, triangular 
stripes

Yellow  
abdomen

Photo: Wiki Commons
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Competency #11: 
Identify a European wasp

NOTE:  Often, some of our native wasps are  
mistaken for the aggressive European wasp.

Yellow antennae
Native Paper wasp
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Native Thynnidae  
or Flower wasp
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Native Paper wasp
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Native Paper wasp
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Native Rhynchium 
superbum or 
Potter wasp
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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Competency #12: 
Other insects & unknown insects

Red-banded Seed-eating bug
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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Competency #12: 
Other insects & unknown insects

Ants
Jumping ant
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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Competency #12: 
Other insects & unknown insects

Grasshoppers & katydids
Grasshopper
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Common sluggish katydid
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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Competency #12: 
Other insects & unknown insects

Hemiptera, known as true bugs
Stink bug
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Jewel bug
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Red-banded Seed-eating bug
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort

Shield bug
Photo: Jean & Fred Hort
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Australian Pollinator Count manual form
Pollinator Count instructions:
If you are unable to complete the Count online, use this form to tally your results and then 
enter them through the online Count form later at www.australianpollinatorcount.au

You can do as many Pollinator Counts as you want but please ensure each Count occurs  
in the second full week of November, is entered separately and is timed for 10 minutes.

TOTAL

Native Banded Amegilla 
(Blue-banded bee)

TOTAL

Hover fly or Drone fly

TOTAL

Butterfly, moth or skipper

TOTAL

Native stingless bee

TOTAL

Other fly

TOTAL

Native wasp

TOTAL

Ladybird beetle

TOTAL

European wasp

TOTAL

Other beetle

TOTAL

Other native Australian bee

TOTAL

European honey bee

Name:   Count location (suburb or postcode):    Start time: am/pm Count date:

            End time: am/pm

Rate your skills at identifying insects:
  Beginner (first time)    Novice (limited experience)    Experienced   Very experienced

Type of plant:   Native     Exotic    Unsure

Name of plant if known:      Flower area:    Single flower   30 x 30 cm bush

What is the weather like?   Clear / sunny    Mostly sunny    Mostly cloudy   Overcast

How windy is it?   Still      Light breeze    Breezy   Strong wind

What is the temperature?
  Cool (9–14°C)   Mild (14–20°C)   Warm (21–25°C)   Very warm (26–32°C)   Hot (over 32°C)

TOTAL

Other & Unsure 
(uncategorised observations)

Second full week of November
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Just 10 minutes.
Make a difference.
Make it count.

Now go and have fun!
AustralianPollinatorCount.au
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